Abstract-High-resolution spectral Doppler is an important and powerful noninvasive tool for estimation of velocities in blood vessels using medical ultrasound scanners. Such estimates are typically formed using an averaged periodogram technique, resulting in well-known limitations in the resulting spectral resolution. Recently, we have proposed techniques to instead form high-resolution data-adaptive estimates exploiting measurements along both depth and emission. The resulting estimates gives noticeably superior velocity estimates as compared to the standard technique, but suffers from a high computational complexity, making it interesting to formulate computationally efficient implementations of the estimators. In this work, by exploiting the rich structure of the iterative adaptive approach (IAA) based estimator, we examine how these estimates can be efficiently implemented in a time-recursive manner using both exact and approximate formulations of the method. The resulting algorithms are shown to reduce the necessary computational load with several orders of magnitude without noticeable loss of performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Medical ultrasound is a powerful and frequently used technique for noninvasive estimation of velocities in blood vessels, allowing the physician not only to get an image of the blood vessel, but also of the flow dynamics in it, allowing, for instance, for the diagnosing of carotid artery stenosis [1] . Typically, the velocity of the moving blood is estimated using repeated transmissions focused at a single location repeatedly, and then forming a signal that is sampled once per emission after a time selected to allow the backscattered signal to be received from the depth of interest. The resulting signal, often termed a slow-time signal, will then have a frequency that is proportional to the axial blood velocity, i.e., the velocity along the direction of interrogation, such that for a single blood scatterer, the measured frequency will be f p = 2v f c , where v is the blood velocity along the ultrasound direction, c = 1540 m=s is the speed of propagation, and fc the emitted ultrasound (center) frequency (typically 3-10 MHz). The velocity is then found by estimating the spectral content of the slow-time signal, which is generally being done using a Welch's periodogram estimate. The resulting estimate suffers from the well known limitation of this technique, necessitating that a large number of transmissions (about 100) are used to form the estimate, thereby reducing the temporal resolution of the estimate, making it difficult to see the details in the rapid acceleration phases of the cardiac cycle. Interleaved with the velocity transmissions are also transmissions used to form the B-mode image, allowing the physician to visualize and find the blood vessel, and to position the velocity estimation at the point of interest. These emissions are often interleaved so that every second transmission is a B-mode acquisition, thereby reducing the velocity range by a factor of two [2] . For vessels with high flow dynamics, one may instead choose to use blocks of emissions to acquire the B-mode image, but this will then result in holes in the blood velocity spectrogram [3] . To address this problem, different parametric and data-adaptive nonparametric spectral estimation techniques have been developed in the literature (see, e.g., [4] - [11] ). In [10] , the authors introduced data-adaptive Capon-and APES-based blood velocity spectral estimation techniques exploiting the information along both emissions and depth. These techniques were found to offer substantial improvements over the traditionally used Welch's method, results which have later also been confirmed in thorough in vivo studies [12] , [13] . To allow for blocks of B-mode emissions, the technique was later also extended to periodically gapped data in [14] . Exploiting recent work in MIMO radar and RF spectroscopy [15] - [18] , we presented an Iterative Adaptive Approach (IAA) algorithm that was found to improve on these results further still [19] , although this gain was achieved at a noticeably higher computational cost. In [20] , we presented a computationally efficient and exact block implementation of the so-called Blood Iterative Adaptive Approach (BIAA) algorithm using suitable Gohberg-Semencul (GS) representations to exploit the rich structure of the algorithm, dramatically reducing the required computational burden of the algorithm. Regrettably, although showing excellent performance, the overall complexity of the BIAA algorithm is still relatively high. In this work, we are therefore examining the possibility to formulate time-recursive exact and approximate implementations of the algorithm. As the blood velocity signal exhibits a periodically gapped structure, we exploit the exact block BIAA algorithm discussed in [19] , [20] in forming the time-updating, thereby also generalizing the sample-based time-recursive formulation of the general IAA algorithm presented in [21] to a block form. Furthermore, generalizing the approximate quasi-Newton (block) algorithm introduced in [22] , we propose an approximate block-recursive updating algorithm which offers further notable computational savings without more than a marginal loss of performance. In the following section, we present an overview of the data model and an approximate formulation of the BIAA algorithm proposed in [19] , formulating the problem of interest. Then, in Section III, we review the resulting reformulation of the exact fast BIAA (F-BIAA) implementation proposed in [20] and introduce the notation and structure for the derivation of the block-recursive exact and approximate algorithms proposed in Sections IV and V. In Section VI, we examine the performance and computational reductions offered by the discussed algorithms. Finally, Section VII contains our conclusions.
II. DATA MODEL AND THE BIAA METHOD
The ultrasound signal is measured by applying ultrasound pulses in a series of emissions. These ultrasound pulses will reflect on the various scatterers along the direction of interrogation, causing the backscattered signal to be a function of the scatterers at the depths corresponding to the round-time of the propagation. The phase difference resulting from reflections at a given depth for different emissions will yield a signal with frequency that is related to the velocity of the scatterer. The thus obtained noise-free slow-time data acquired along emissions by the spectral Doppler at depth k, corresponding to emission n, for blood scatterers with (axial) velocity v, is commonly modeled as [2] , [10] x k (n) = (2) and (3), it is clear that the spectral density of x k (n) with respect to v is equivalent to the blood velocity distribution at the examined location. The problem of estimating the blood velocity distribution can thus be seen to be equivalent to the estimation of jvj 2 for all velocities of interest.
Generally, the blood flow profile will be rather smooth along depth, implying that (k) v , over the depths k = k 1 ; . . . ; k K , will be almost constant as long as the fast-time range is limited to be within the emitted pulse length. Here, we will exploit this smoothness and average the measured signals for adjacent depths, while compensated for the modulation along depth, and form
thereby increasing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the processed signal. Assuming uniform pulse emissions for either velocity estimation or B-mode imaging, the slow-time measurements may be viewed as exhibiting a reoccurring block structure, such that each block consists of the pattern of velocity and B-mode transmissions, typically having the form with every second emission being B-mode acquisitions, Ng = Nm = 1, but more general sampling patterns can also be used [3] , [19] . The measurements used for velocity estimation at time p is then formed as the concatenation of the N b most recent subblocks, i.e., 
with the last subblock being the most current measurements, and where N = N b Ng denotes the total number of available measurements in the observation window. Clearly, N will be limited by the stationarity of the examined blood velocity signal, bounding how many emissions that may be used to form the resulting blood velocity spectral estimate.
To improve the efficiency of the proposed implementations, we will initially exploit this block structure in measurements, and will then proceed to derive time-recursive formulations that exploit the already 
where denotes the Kronecker product. The BIAA 2 algorithm is then formed, using the measurements up to time p, by iteratively estimatinĝ
until practical convergence, with (1) H denoting the conjugate transpose. It is worth noting that, different from to the original BIAA algorithm in [19] , we are here including the noise estimate in the covariance matrix estimate R R R N (p). This change, just as the averaging in (4), allows for an overall speed-up that only implies a marginal loss of performance. To stress the difference between the here presented approximate version and the original BIAA algorithm proposed in [19] , the former is here denoted BIAA2. The computational complexity of the brute force implementation of the BIAA2 algorithm is C BIAA = i IAA 2N 2 M + MN + N 3 , where i IAA is the number of iterations required for the convergence of the IAA algorithm, with 10 to 15 iterations typically being enough [15] , [16] . For notational simplicity, we will in the following omit the dependence of p when this is clear from the context.
III. THE BLOCK-WISE FAST BIAA2 ALGORITHM
In [20] , we proposed a computationally efficient implementation of the BIAA algorithm, which we here, for completeness, and to introduce the necessary notation and structure, briefly review and generalize. The algorithm exploits that the covariance matrix in (10) will have a Toeplitz-block-Toeplitz (TBT) structure of the form [20] R
where R R R(`) denote the N g 2 N g (Toeplitz) covariance matrix of thè th subblock. The matrix R R R N can be recovered from a circulant matrix of higher dimensions as
where S M is a suitably chosen permutation matrix, 2 denotes unspecified terms of no relevance, and 
Then, the lower (block) order partitions of (10) may be formed as 
The forward and backward predictors defined in (17) and (18), as well as the associated prediction error powers, as defined in (19) and (20), can efficiently be computed using the celebrated Levinson-Whittle-Wiggins-Robinson (LWWR) algorithm [23] (see also, e.g., [24] and [25] ). For completeness and for use in the following, the basic steps of the LWWR algorithm are tabulated in Table I . With these steps, the variable D D DN, defined as
that appears in (9), may be estimated using the LWWR algorithm as detailed in Table II . The computational complexity for the estimation of (17)- (20), as well as (21) using the LWWR algorithm described in Tables I and II, the last term accounts for the complexity for solving (21) using the order recursive scheme of Table II . Furthermore, using the GS factorization of R 01 N and the block structure of the frequency vector, one may efficiently form the coefficients of the trigonometric polynomial that appear in the denominator of (9) using the FFT (see [20] 
IV. THE QUASI-NEWTON F-BIAA 2 ALGORITHM
Extending the results formulated in [22] , we now proceed to propose an approximate block-wise F-BIAA 2 algorithm, where the covariance matrix R R R N (p) is substituted by an approximate estimate, which results in a substantially more efficient implementation, without having more than a marginal effect in the accuracy of the estimated parameters. The proposed method is motivated by the quasi-Newton (QN) algorithm formulated in [26] , and approximate the resulting Toeplitz covariance matrix as being formed from a low-order autoregressive (AR) process. The method, which has subsequently been applied to both adaptive acoustic echo cancellation and channel equalization [27] - [30] , provides an efficient and low complexity implementation scheme of approximate recursive least squares algorithms by imposing a low order AR approximation on the input signal of the adaptive algorithm. Let 0 q N b be the order of the QN approximation. Clearly, when q = N b , the QN approach will produce the same results as the ordinary method. Consider the covariance matrix of order q, i.e., R R R N R R R qN (22) where R R R N is TBT matrix of size N q 2 N q and where NN g . Suppose that the inverse R R R 01 N has been computed using, for example, the LWWR algorithm of Table I . Let R R R N +N be the increased order covariance matrix. Then, using (16) 
Recall that A A A N +N ;N can be recursively updated using the LWWR algorithm of Table I V. THE BLOCK RECURSIVE F-BIAA 2 ALGORITHM Both the F-BIAA 2 and the QN-F-BIAA 2 algorithms may be computed in a block-recursive (BR) manner as new measurements become available. The algorithm may be simplified further by allowing for an approximate solution, noting that, upon convergence, the covariance matrix estimated at time p, i.e., R R R N (p),can be used for the initialization of the covariance matrix at the successive time p+1, i.e., R R RN (p+1),indicating that an approximate solution can be found by setting i IAA = 1.
Instead of iteratively solving (9) and (10) each time a new data block is available, a time varying updating scheme is applied aŝ
where the iterative updating of the spectral estimate sought and the time updating of the covariance matrix are both interleaved in a simplified two steps procedure. The resulting approximation does not induce any substantial loss in performance. Similar arguments apply to the block recursive implementation of the QN-F-BIAA 2 algorithm. We term the resulting approximate estimates the BR-F-BIAA2 and BR-QN-F-BIAA 2 algorithms, respectively, noting that their computational complexity will be iIAA times lower compared to the corresponding batch processing algorithms, where i IAA denotes the number of iterations required for the convergence of the original scheme, i.e., (9) and (10) . The computational gain offered by the proposed methods is illustrated in Table III , where the approximate number of complex valued computations required by various algorithms (for 130 emissions and for the spectral estimate updating period equal to 10 emissions) is presented for the batch as well as for the block time recursive case, using the parameters described in detail in Section VI. Here, the number of the IAA iterations that is used in the batch methods is iIAA = 10.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms, we examine both simulated data generated using the Field II toolbox [32] , [33] , mimicking the blood flow through a femoral artery, and in vivo data from the carotid artery of a healthy volunteer. Each spectrogram was generated using 500 equally spaced grid points in the interval v 2 [00:5; 0:5), with emission scheme [1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0], using 13 blocks for each spectrum. Here, the "1" denotes an emission aimed at estimating the blood velocity, whereas a "0" denotes an emission aimed at forming a B-mode image. This yields 130 emissions, of which 6 2 13 = 78 emission were considered available for blood velocity estimation. Each emission thus yields a vector measurement along depth. We initially examine the simulated flow data, emulating femoral artery flow data using the Womersley model [34] for pulsating flow. The specific parameters for the flow simulation can be found in [3] . For signals taken in regions close to the vessel wall, the stationary part of the backscattered signal can be very strong, and would, if not removed, easily obstruct the blood velocity signal. As customary, we here do so using mean subtraction. In Fig. 1 , the Welch and the F-BIAA2 spectrogram 1 using only 60% of the emission data (thereby allowing for 40% of the emissions to be used for B-mode imaging) is plotted together with a reference spectrogram, created using all 130 emissions with Welch's method. As is clear from the figure, the Welch estimate will fail to produce a meaningful estimate for the reduced data set, whereas the BIAA estimate is quite close to the reference estimate obtained using Welch's method for the full data set. 2 As is clear from the figure, the F-BIAA2 algorithm allows for a highly accurate blood flow spectrogram even when using significantly fewer emissions than the reference method. Fig. 2 shows the block-recursive BR-F-BIAA 2 and BR-QN-F-BIAA 2 spectrograms for the same settings as for the F-BIAA 2 spectrogram in Fig. 1(b) , where the value of q = 4 has been adopted in the BR-QN-F-BIAA 2 algorithm (recall that q N b ).
As discussed above, these algorithms exploit the block structure of the signal when computing the consecutive spectrograms, yielding a computational load of only 2% and 0.5%, respectively, as compared to that of the F-BIAA algorithm for the examined example, without introducing more than a marginal degradation of the resulting spectrograms. These spectrograms were produced using K = 33 regularly spaced measurements along depths (fast-time samples) and using a dynamic range of 40 dB. To emphasize the performance of the BIAA algorithms, we also examine in vivo data, acquired using the experimental scanner RASMUS [35] and a B-K Medical 8804 7 MHz linear array transducer. This data set was previously used in [13] , wherein further details on the setup may be found. As above, the stationary part of the signal was removed using mean subtraction. Here, all spectrograms were produced using K = 40 regularly spaced measurements along depths and using a dynamic range of 50 dB. Fig. 3 shows the reference spectrogram created with Welch's method, using all 130 emissions per spectrum, and the BR-QN-F-BIAA 2 spectrogram using only 60% of the measurements. Again, we note that the proposed methods produce a clear spectrogram with significantly fewer emissions, allowing for interleaving the velocity measurements with B-mode image transmissions. The gaps in the spectrograms represent transmissions used for the necessary B-mode images during the data acquisition. 3 The BR-QN-F-BIAA 2 algorithm here requires just 0.5% of the computations required as compared to the F-BIAA algorithm. Finally, we examine the performance of the proposed implementation as compared to the exact method as well as the reference spectrogram. Table IV show the full width at half maximum (FWHM), given in 10 03 m=s, and the contrast (the ratio of the main lobe and the median of the sidelobes), given in decibels, for the in vivo data, at 0.91 s, which corresponds to end-diastole. The FWHM is a measure of spectral resolution and should be low, whereas the contrast should be high. As is clear from the table, the FWHM is notably lower and the contrast higher for the BIAA methods as compared to the reference Welch's spectrum, even though the reference used all 130 emissions whereas the BIAA methods only used 78 emissions. The contrast is about the same for the BIAA methods, whereas the FWHM is somewhat smaller for F-BIAA2 as compared to the others. As noted above, Welch's method will fail to produce a meaningful estimate on the reduced data set.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an approximate reformulation of the recent BIAA algorithm, termed the BIAA2 algorithm, allowing for a high-resolution data-adaptive blood velocity estimate that exploits measurements along both depth and emission. The algorithm allows for an arbitrary sampling along emissions, giving the operator freedom to vary the number of B-mode emissions as well as to, potentially, focus the velocity estimation to two separate locations in the blood vessel.
A computationally efficient block implementation of the BIAA2 algorithm has been proposed, exploiting the inherently low displacement rank of the involved matrices, as well as an approximate formulation allowing for notably lower computational complexity without more than a marginal loss of performance. Block-recursive formulations of these estimators have also been introduced, further substantially lowering the necessary computational complexity. The resulting techniques are found to reduce the necessary computational load with several orders of magnitude, while still allowing for the same high quality blood velocity estimates.
